Legislative Action Fund (LAF) Restructure

**Proposed Motion:** Approve the Legislative Action Fund Fee Restructure
Referendum proposed language.
**Sponsor:** Kaylee Galloway, VP for Governmental Affairs
**Persons of Contact:** Kaylee Galloway

**Date:** February 12, 2014

**Background and Context:**

**History:**

Starting in 2002, Western Washington University had an opt-in fee system to fund membership with the Washington Student Association (WSA), formerly referred to as the Washington Student Lobby (WSL), where all monies donated through this fund were obligated to go directly to the WSA. During the 2009 AS elections, Western students voted in favor of the following language: “Shall the students of Western Washington University propose that the ‘Administration shift the recipient of the Washington Student Lobby (WSL) donation monies from the WSL to a Legislative Action Fund maintained by the Associated Students for the purpose of more directly representing Western students?’”

Total 1635 responses
- **Yes:** 87.0% (1423 Votes)
- **No:** 12.97% (212 Votes)

The Legislative Action Fund was brought to the June 12, 2009 Board of Trustees meeting. The motion was: “Moved, that the Board of Trustees of Western Washington University, upon request of the Associated Students Board of Directors, authorize the establishment of a student donation process to the Legislative Action Fund via the fee system. The purpose of this fund is to more directly represent WWU students in legislative manners through the decisions of the ASWWU. The establishment of this fund system will replace the current Washington Student Lobby (WSL) donation access to the fee system.”

Motion passed unanimously.

Please review the AS Board meeting minutes from the January 24, 2014 for conversation earlier this year on the Legislative Action Fund (LAF) restructure.

**Legality:**

RCW 28B.15.610 states: “The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to or affect any student fee or charge which the students voluntarily maintain upon themselves for student purposes only. Students are authorized to create or increase voluntary student fees for each academic year when passed by a majority vote of the student government or its equivalent, or referendum presented to the student body or such other process that has been adopted under this section. Notwithstanding RCW 42.17A.635 (2) and (3), voluntary student fees imposed under this section and services and activities fees may be used for lobbying by a student government association or its equivalent and may also be used to support a statewide or national student organization or its equivalent that may engage in lobbying.”

Board of Trustees Student Fees Policy states:

**The Mechanism for Allowing Access to Fee Collection System is Explained**

*Summary Page*
Section 5. The mechanism for allowing access to the fee collection system shall be a one-half sheet flyer received at registration which will list and describe groups students may voluntarily contribute to. Students may indicate willingness to contribute to off campus groups by the positive check-off system. Students shall be informed that allowing access to the fee collection system does not imply endorsement by the university.

**Washington Student Lobby is Exempt from Provisions of Section 5**

Section 9. In recognition of its present, longstanding contractual arrangement, the Washington Student Lobby may continue its present method of collecting fees and is exempt only from the provisions of Section 5 with respect to the requirement that the fee collection mechanism be based upon positive, voluntary expressions of student willingness to contribute.

**Summary of Proposal:**

**Referendum Question:**
Shall the students of Western Washington University, using the power granted to them by state law, change the Legislative Action Fund to an opt-out fee structure in order to increase student representation and advocacy efforts at the campus, local, state, and federal level?

**Referendum Statement:**

*What is opt-out?* Every quarter, students will contribute $2 to enhancing student representation with the option to have that amount refunded. Student fees benefit students in many ways. The Legislative Action Fund is dedicated to increasing on and off campus student representation at all levels of government. Opting out will be made available in Web4U and will be an easy process.

*What are the benefits of opt-out?* Changing the Legislative Action Fund would increase and stabilize the total annual funds dedicated to increasing student representation. We see that there is a direct, positive correlation between increased student advocacy and success in student led issues such as freezing tuition, securing funding for higher education, and increasing access to financial aid. Contributing to the Legislative Action Fund is an affordable investment that could ultimately save students thousands of dollars and enhance their overall academic experience.

**Fiscal History, Options, Context, and Investment Opportunities:**

**Fiscal History:** In the last four fiscal years, students have contributed anywhere between $14,678 and $22,698 to the Legislative Action Fund (this translates to an average of 15%-20% of students choosing to donate). Tracking the trends show that revenue is unpredictable. This makes preparing precise budgets a challenge when there is a large difference between the high and low donation amounts and only an estimated contribution can be used in the calculations. Furthermore, it is difficult to draft a budget that maximizes effectiveness and opportunities when revenue is inconsistent.

**Fiscal Opt-Out Options:** Exact revenue cannot be calculated at this time because several assumptions are made in the estimates below. If implemented, revenue can be tracked and predicted over time.

1. **Option 1:** Set the opt-out fee at $2 per quarter. With 14,950 students attending Western for an average of three quarters a year plus around 3,000 attending summer quarter, annual revenue would be around $96,000.
2. **Option 2:** Set the opt-out fee at $1 per quarter. With 14,950 students attending Western for an average of three quarters a year plus around 3,000 attending summer quarter, annual revenue would be around $48,000.
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Although an opt-out fee structure has not been institutionalized at Western, I have identified a potential process for student to opt-out using their Web4U that would be quick and easy. I have been in contact with the Student Business Office Manager and it sounds like there is a feasible, existing (but still developing) outlet. Currently, there is a “WWU Opt-in Preferences” in Web4U that allow students to voluntarily receive Western Today and registration waitlist text messages. The SBO Manager said there was some effort from folks in trying to consolidate all opt-in options including opting in to electronic tax forms. The Manager said that it would possible to add opt-out options to that page, or one similar to it, that would be as easy as students checking a box saying they do not want to contribute. By having the option to opt-out, the Legislative Action Fund maintains its voluntary nature. Furthermore, there is precedent at Central Washington University for having an opt-out fee structure, where students contribute $1 per quarter.

**Alternative Fiscal Options:** If the referendum does not pass, an alternative would be to increase the mandatory Student and Activities (S&A) fee to cover an increase in investment for student representation. These funds would be allocated to the VP for Governmental Affairs and/or the Representation and Engagement Programs operational budgets. Increasing this fee would need to go through the normal processes, and ultimately receiving a fee increase and dedicating that to student representation is not guaranteed. The downside to combining the funds necessary to expand student representation with the S&A fee is that funds would be allocated to student representation at an opportunity cost and would ultimately take away from other efforts. This is because of the zero-sum nature of the S&A fee. This alternative is also problematic because it doesn’t give students the option to opt-out or get a refund on the portion being dedicated to legislative advocacy and increasing student representation.

**The Problem:** There is a lack of adequate funding to expand and enhance the events and activities aimed at increasing student representation under the AS VP for Governmental Affairs branch including the Representation and Engagement Programs office and Western Votes. Over time, we have seen increased involvement in student advocacy, which directly strengthens students’ electoral power and legislative successes. However, in order to continue to expand and enhance our student representation efforts, we must invest additional funds. The question is, where should these funds come from?

**Short-Term Solution:** The aforementioned problem has been prevalent this year, and I anticipate it to be an issue in years to come given WWU’s trend of increased student involvement and civic engagement. The alternative approach, increasing S&A fees, is a short term solution in that it only guarantees a fix to the lack of funding for one year at a time because S&A fee allocations are considered annually. This means that securing funds will be a year to year battle and will never be guaranteed. Furthermore, there are benefits to keeping the accounts separate such that the LAF has the potential to be more visible to and usable by students-at-large than the operational budget would be. Additionally, there are benefits to keeping this account separate for WSA membership dues.

**Long-Term Solution:** Changing the fee structure of the Legislative Action Fund is a long term solution to the aforementioned problem. Opt-out will secure predictable and increased revenue into the account for several years to come, which will help fund the expansion of all future student lobbying and organizing advocacy efforts.

**Potential Investment Opportunities:** these ideas are in no way binding, just suggestions of ways in which the increased funding could be used.

- Increased federal influence:
  - Direct membership with USSA ($0.50 per student): benefits include, but are not limited to, conference discounts, direct say in issue setting, access to USSA staff and trainings, and assistance in all campus organizing efforts.
o Sending larger delegations to USSA conferences (LegCon and Congress): increased involvement in USSA this year has resulted in many additional benefits
  ■ More WWU students will have the opportunity to run and win caucus and regional spaces to provide them with the opportunity to serve as a USSA Board member. Additional funds will be needed to cover the cost of their travel,
o Sending the AS Legislative Liaison to Washington DC for the AS Federal Lobby Trip, which has been done in previous years, and is no longer funded in the operational budget.

• Personnel opportunities:
o Provide stipend to Western Votes President
o Hire temporary staff to help plan Viking Lobby Day
o Fund additional Vote Staff

• Sustain a membership due increase for WSA:
o In order to expand capacity as an organization and increase effectiveness of statewide student representation and advocacy, WSA will need to raise membership dues. This is likely needing to happen within the next few years. Additional funds are necessary to support that increase.

• Increase funding available to students:
o A pilot was established this year that allotted $2,000 to be made available to an individual student or to student groups on campus that wanted to invest in an event or activity aimed at increasing student representation. This process was modelled after the Activities Council. Funds could be advertised like the Green Energy Fee and could sustain a variety of student led projects,
o In order to ensure accountability and effective student representation, funds will be granted through the Legislative Affairs Council, but the content of the representational activities should be passed through the AS Board of Directors,
o There will be LAC policies and application processes developed

• Additional Lobbying Efforts:
o There are many student groups on campus who would benefit from having access to funding to help increase and improve their lobby efforts. Some existing lobby events, include: Environmental lobby day, Human Services lobby day, and Latin@ lobby day.
o Groups may also want to invest in smaller, topic specific, lobby trips or trips to testify
o More funding translates to bigger, better, and more frequent lobby trips.

• Additional Educational Opportunities
  o Investing in a USSA Grass Roots Organizing Weekend training hosted by Western Votes and made available to all students
  o Bringing legislators or speakers to campus
  o Collaborating with clubs or academic colleges/departments for various events on campus

These are just some investment opportunities and examples that are aimed at expanding and enhancing student representation. All of these opportunities require additional funding currently not available.

Rationale:

Running the LAF restructure as a referendum would provide students with the opportunity to vote on whether they would like to contribute to increasing and stabilizing revenue for the LAF. The sole purpose of the LAF is to increase student representation, which is a core value and objective of the AS. There are a variety of ways students could benefit from increasing predictable revenue, all for a $2 quarterly investment. Specific ideas have been discussed such as increasing federal presence and influence, stronger lobby efforts, additional student employment opportunities, and implementing more educational events and programs, but this list is not exhaustive.
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